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Two subfactors arising from a non-degenerate commuting square
–Tensor categories and TQFT’s–
(No7\supset \mbox{\boldmath $\kappa$}\mbox{\boldmath $\chi$} S\alpha )
1996 3 ,
, V. F. R. Jones [S1].
, tensor category 3dimensional toplogical quantum field theory
.
\S 1 Commuting square V. F. R. Jones
V. F. R. Jones , .
non-degenerate commuting square .
$R_{00}$ $\subset$ $R_{01}$
$R_{10}$ $\subset$ $R_{11}$
, basic construction , 2 commuting
square .
$R_{00}$ $\subset$ I $\subset$ 2 $\subset$ . . $\subset N=R_{0\infty}$
$\cap$ $\cap$ $\cap$
$R_{10}$ $\subset$ $R_{11}$ $\subset$ $R_{12}$ $\subset$ .. . $\subset M=R_{1\infty}$
$\cap$ $\cap$ $\cap$
$R_{20}$ $\subset$ $R_{21}$ $\subset$ $R_{22}$ $\subset$ .. $\subset M_{1}=R_{2\infty}$
$\cap$ $\cap$ $\cap$
: : : :. ’
$\cap$ $\cap$ $\cap$
$P=R_{\infty 0}$ $\subset$ $Q=R_{\infty 1}$ $\subset$ $Q_{1}=R_{\infty 2}$ $\subset$ . . .
, , AFD $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ factor Jones tower $P\subset Q\subset Q_{1}\subset$
$Q_{2}\subset\cdots,$ $N\subset M\subset M_{1}\subset M_{2}\subset\cdots$ . , subfactor $N\subset M,$ $P\subset Q$
, , – finite depth , – finite depth .
, V. F. R. Jones . , subfactor ,
global index , ,
. , global index , $\Sigma_{N}\mathrm{x}_{N}(\dim_{N}x)(\dim X_{N})$ . , $X$
subfactor N-N bimodule .
Paragroup , subfactor tensor category
, . , paragroup
, tensor category , basic construction
. – global index . tensor
category .
977 1997 6-12 6
, paragroup flatness key point
[S1]. , subfactor - ,
[S2] , . , Jones
paragroup .
$\mathcal{G}_{i}(i=0,1,2,3)$ Pnite, connected, bipartite graphs .
. , GO even vertices ( distinguished vertex * \leq ,
biunitary connection W .
$\mathcal{G}3^{*}!_{\overline{\mathcal{G}_{2}}}.!\underline{\mathcal{G}0}\mathcal{G}1$
biunitary connection , string algebra construction ,
von Neumann .
$A_{\mathit{0},\mathit{0}}$ $\subset$ $A_{\mathit{0},1}$
$\subset$ $A_{\mathit{0},2}$ $\subset$ $\subset N=A_{0,\infty}$
$A_{1,0}$ $\subset$ $A_{1,1}$ $\subset$ $A_{1,2}$
$\subset$ $\subset M=A_{1,\infty}$
$A_{2,0}$ $\subset$ $A_{2,1}$ $\subset$ $A_{2,2}$
$\subset$ $\subset M_{1}=A_{2,\infty}$... .$\cdot$. ... .$\cdot$.
$P=A_{\infty,0}$ $\subset$ $Q=A_{\infty,1}$ $\subset Q_{1}=A_{\infty 2,)}$ $\subset$ . . .
\S 2 Flatness, parallel transport open string bimodules
. , open string
bimodule .
Flatness
string algebra AFD $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ subfactors $A0,\infty\subset A1,\infty\subset A2,\infty\subset\cdots$
higher relative comutants Ocneanu compactness argument
.




$k$ , biunitary connection W( *
flat . .
, biunitary connection W( *-flat .
Parallel transport
, $N’$ Mk string \mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$} connection W – ,





, $C_{\sigma,\rho^{\text{ }}}$ flatness , $\mathrm{s}_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}x(k)$ $x$ k string
. $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{p}*,x^{\text{ }}Ak,0^{\text{ }}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}_{x}(k)$ $*$-isomorphism .




, $\mathcal{G}_{3}$ , *, $x$ k path $\xi_{+}$ , \xi - ,
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ . $(\xi_{+}, \xi_{-})$ open string , openstring
. $\mathrm{o}_{\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}}}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}*,x(k)$ , string
algebra compatible $\mathrm{O}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}_{*}^{(}k,x$) Hilbert
. , $\mathrm{O}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}*,x(k)$ $A_{k,\mathit{0}}$ ,
parallel transport . compatible
$A(x):= \bigcup_{k}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}_{*,x}^{(}k)$ Hilbert ,
8
P-P bimodule . , $PA(x)_{P}$ . open string
bimodule .
Open string bimodule Ocneanu $*$ flat $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{a}$
[O], open string bimodule . , open
string bimodule , surface $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}[\mathrm{E}-\mathrm{K}2]$ – .
\S 3 Tensor category&3-dim. TQFT
\S 1 , 4 finite,bipartite,connected graph biunitary connection $W$
. , string algebra , AFD $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ subfactor
$N\subset M,$ $P\subset Q$ . – , Jones index , finite depth AFD $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ subfactor
N\subset M fusion rule quantum $6j$-symbol [LK1]. , 3
triangulation , Turaev-Viro topological quantum field theory (TQFT)
, A. Ocneanu [E-K1]. , 3




$W\text{ }*$-flat , N-N bimodule quantum $6j$-symbol tensor category
P-P bimodule . , subfactor TQFT
.
.
$A(x)$ \S 2 P-P open string bimodule , $A_{c}(x)$ canonical commuting square
N-N open string bimodule . Canonical commuting square
commuting square $W\text{ }*$-flat , N0p
P . , claim
key point .
$A(x)$ right $P$-action canonical commuting square $N$0p right action
.
, $A$ $(x)$ right $N$-action( , Nop right action
, N-N bimodule fusion rule algebra $P$-P , ,
quantum $6j$-symbol .
, J.*fl opposite category
. - .
(Theorem 2.4, [S2])
subfactor $N\subset M,$ $P\subset Q$ TQFT .
.
9
flat , flat . ,
flat part $B_{k}=$ A0,oo\cap Ak,\infty , compactness argument , $A_{k,0}$
. B\infty =\vee Bk , AFD $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ factor , $B_{\infty}\subset P\subset Q$ . ,
, claim key point .
$B_{\infty}\subset Q$ $B_{\infty}- B_{\infty}$ bimodule quantum $6j$-symbol tensor category $N\subset M$
N-N bimodule .
, $B_{\infty}\subset Q$ TQFT $N\subset$ M ,
. , Ocneanu TQFT , $B_{\infty}\subset Q$ Q-Q bimodule
TQFT N\subset M N-N bimodule ,
. - , global index , $[[Q:B_{\infty}]]=[[Q:P]]$ , $B_{\infty}\subset Q$
Q-Q bimodule fusion rule algebra $P\subset Q$ Q-Q bimodule
, . , $P\subset Q$ Q-Q bimodule
TQFT N\subset M N-N bimodule TQFT ,
.
\S 4
, Dynkin diagram E6 All Goodman-de la Harpe-







, $G_{1},$ $G_{2}$ .
\S 1 subfactors $N\subset M,$ $P\subset Q$ , $P\subset Q$ principal graph
$\mathrm{A}_{\mathrm{l}1}$ , $N\subset$ M $G_{1}$ . , N\subset M N-N bimodule
TQFT , $P\subset Q$ P-P bimodule ,
$P\subset Q$ self anti-isomorphic , TQFT
. , , N-N bimodule
quantum 6i- symbol tensor category P-P bimodule
10
. D.Bisch fusion $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}[\mathrm{B}]$
$\text{ }$ , category , .
, . Subfactor , quantum double
, asymptotic inclusion . , AFD $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$
subfactor , AFD $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ subfactor $M\vee(M’\cap M\infty)\subset M_{\infty}$ .
, , $M_{\infty}=_{k-1}^{\infty}M_{k}=$ . AFD $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ subfactor $G$ ,
$N\subset N\cross G$ , subfactor asymptotic inclusion
$M_{\infty}- M_{\infty}$ bimodule fusion rule algebra , $G$ quantum double
. subfactor $N\subseteq M,$ $P\subseteq Q$
asymptotic inclusion , AFD $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ subfactor $M\vee(M’\cap M)\infty\subset M_{\infty}$ ,
$Q(Q’\cap Q_{\infty})\subset Q_{\infty}$ . , ,
.
(Corollary 2.5, [S2])
fusion graph , $M_{\infty}- M_{\infty}$ bimodule qquantum $6j$-symbol
tensor category $Q_{\infty}- Q_{\infty}$ .
, non-degnerate commuting square , ,
subfactor quantum double .
, *-flat , . , ,
$M=Q’,$ $M’=Q$ , $Q_{\infty}=$ M . , $N\subset M\text{ }$
$P\subset Q$ asymptotic inclusion .
.
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